CLOUD DEVELOPER

Are you bored of monolithic legacy applications? Do you want to design highly reliable solutions based on innovative technologies?
Are you passionate about application development and ready to create tomorrow’s application on the cloud?

Cloud Developer position in Storm Reply allows you to grow by learning and applying new development paradigms such as Single Page Applications, Microservice, Serverless and to exploit Amazon AWS Cloud services in your applications (IoT services, AWS Lambda, DynamoDB, Cognito, AppSync, Amplify, ...etc).

Storm Reply Cloud Developers career offers you the chance to:
- attend courses held by AWS in AWS offices
- gain AWS Certifications
- became a subject matter expert on a specific and innovative technology
- become a technology expert by choosing one technology/service you are interested in and learn it (you choose)

As Storm Reply Cloud Developer you’ll implement using Python, Javascript and framework (Vue.js, React) joined with innovative AWS Serverless services

Join the Storm Reply team, you will be involved in the delivery of modern and disruptive solutions (such as Connected Vehicle, Industrial IoT, Data processing platform and customer facing application) that are radically changing our customer’s journey.
COMPANY:
Storm Reply

SKILLS REQUIRED:
Team working attitude, Java, nodejs, Proactive way of working, positive attitude, Flexibility, MySQL or equivalent, Personal Ownership and Responsibility, problem solving, base knowledge of cloud services, communication skills, python

OFFERED ROLE:
Senior Consultant, Consultant

STARTING ROLE:
Senior Consultant, Consultant

HIRING COUNTRY:
Italy

HIRING CITY:
Torino, Roma, Milano

LANGUAGE:
English, Italian

PREFERRED START DATE:
01-Mar-2020